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Barnes v. Glen Theatre, Inc., 501 U.S. 560 (1991) 

 
The Glen Theatre in South Bend, Indiana, operated a “bookstore” that offered live entertainment in the 

form of nude female dancing. In 1988, Indiana passed a statute prohibiting complete nudity in public places. That 
statute required that female dancers at the Glen Theatre and similar establishments wear pasties and G-strings. The 
Glen Theater filed a lawsuit against Michael Barnes, the local prosecuting attorney, asking the local federal district 
court to declare that the Indiana public indecency law violated the First Amendment as incorporated by the due 
process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. The local district court refused to issue an injunction, but that 
decision was overruled by the Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit. Barnes appealed to the Supreme Court of the 
United States. 

The Supreme Court by a 5–4 vote ruled that the Indiana public indecency law was constitutional. Chief 
Justice Rehnquist’s opinion for the Court asserted that the state interest in prohibiting public nudity was a 
sufficient reason for banning the expressive conduct in this case. Justice Souter maintained that the state interest in 
avoiding the effect of secondary effects of nude dancing was a sufficient reason for banning the expressive conduct in 
this case. Justice Scalia denied that nude dancers engage in expressive conduct.. Was expressive conduct taking 
place? If so, do any of the opinions give a sufficient reason for prohibiting that expressive conduct? Is there any 
rationale for prohibition that five justices agree upon? 

 
 

CHIEF JUSTICE REHNQUIST delivered the opinion of the Court. 
 
Several of our cases contain language suggesting that nude dancing of the kind involved here is 

expressive conduct protected by the First Amendment. . . . In Schad v. Mount Ephraim (1981), we said that 
“. . . nude dancing is not without its First Amendment protections from official regulation.” These 
statements support the conclusion of the Court of Appeals that nude dancing of the kind sought to be 
performed here is expressive conduct within the outer perimeters of the First Amendment, though we 
view it as only marginally so. This, of course, does not end our inquiry. We must determine the level of 
protection to be afforded to the expressive conduct at issue, and must determine whether the Indiana 
statute is an impermissible infringement of that protected activity. 

. . . 

. . . This Court has held that when ‘speech’ and ‘nonspeech’ elements are combined in the same 
course of conduct, a sufficiently important governmental interest in regulating the nonspeech element 
can justify incidental limitations on First Amendment freedoms. To characterize the quality of the 
governmental interest which must appear, the Court has employed a variety of descriptive terms: 
compelling; substantial; subordinating; paramount; cogent; strong. Whatever imprecision inheres in these 
terms, we think it clear that a government regulation is sufficiently justified if it is within the 
constitutional power of the Government; if it furthers an important or substantial governmental interest; 
if the governmental interest is unrelated to the suppression of free expression; and if the incidental 
restriction on alleged First Amendment freedoms is no greater than is essential to the furtherance of that 
interest.” United States v. O’Brien (1968). 

Applying the four-part O’Brien test enunciated above, we find that Indiana’s public indecency 
statute is justified despite its incidental limitations on some expressive activity. The public indecency 
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statute is clearly within the constitutional power of the State and furthers substantial governmental 
interests. . . . Public indecency statutes of this sort are of ancient origin and presently exist in at least 47 
States. Public indecency, including nudity, was a criminal offense at common law. . . . Public indecency 
statutes such as the one before us reflect moral disapproval of people appearing in the nude among 
strangers in public places. 

. . . 
This and other public indecency statutes were designed to protect morals and public order. The 

traditional police power of the States is defined as the authority to provide for the public health, safety, 
and morals, and we have upheld such a basis for legislation. . . . Thus, the public indecency statute 
furthers a substantial government interest in protecting order and morality. 

This interest is unrelated to the suppression of free expression. . . . 
. . . 
[W]e do not think that when Indiana applies its statute to the nude dancing in these nightclubs it 

is proscribing nudity because of the erotic message conveyed by the dancers. Presumably numerous 
other erotic performances are presented at these establishments and similar clubs without any 
interference from the State, so long as the performers wear a scant amount of clothing. Likewise, the 
requirement that the dancers don pasties and G-strings does not deprive the dance of whatever erotic 
message it conveys; it simply makes the message slightly less graphic. The perceived evil that Indiana 
seeks to address is not erotic dancing, but public nudity. The appearance of people of all shapes, sizes and 
ages in the nude at a beach, for example, would convey little if any erotic message, yet the State still seeks 
to prevent it. Public nudity is the evil the State seeks to prevent, whether or not it is combined with 
expressive activity. 

. . . 
The fourth part of the O’Brien test requires that the incidental restriction on First Amendment 

freedom be no greater than is essential to the furtherance of the governmental interest. As indicated in the 
discussion above, the governmental interest served by the text of the prohibition is societal disapproval of 
nudity in public places and among strangers. The statutory prohibition is not a means to some greater 
end, but an end in itself. It is without cavil that the public indecency statute is “narrowly tailored”; 
Indiana’s requirement that the dancers wear at least pasties and G-strings is modest, and the bare 
minimum necessary to achieve the State’s purpose. 

 
JUSTICE SCALIA, concurring in the judgment. 

 
I agree that the judgment of the Court of Appeals must be reversed. In my view, however, the 

challenged regulation must be upheld, not because it survives some lower level of First Amendment 
scrutiny, but because, as a general law regulating conduct and not specifically directed at expression, it is 
not subject to First Amendment scrutiny at all. 

. . . 
Indiana’s statute is in the line of a long tradition of laws against public nudity, which have never 

been thought to run afoul of traditional understanding of “the freedom of speech.” Public indecency—
including public nudity—has long been an offense at common law. . . . Were it the case that Indiana in 
practice targeted only expressive nudity, while turning a blind eye to nude beaches and unclothed 
purveyors of hot dogs and machine tools, it might be said that what posed as a regulation of conduct in 
general was in reality a regulation of only communicative conduct. Respondents have adduced no 
evidence of that. Indiana officials have brought many public indecency prosecutions for activities having 
no communicative element. 

. . . Perhaps the dissenters believe that “offense to others” ought to be the only reason for 
restricting nudity in public places generally, but there is no basis for thinking that our society has ever 
shared that Thoreauvian “you-may-do-what-you-like-so-long-as-it-does-not-injure-someone-else” beau 
ideal—much less for thinking that it was written into the Constitution. The purpose of Indiana’s nudity 
law would be violated, I think, if 60,000 fully consenting adults crowded into the Hoosier Dome to 
display their genitals to one another, even if there were not an offended innocent in the crowd. Our 
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society prohibits, and all human societies have prohibited, certain activities not because they harm others 
but because they are considered, in the traditional phrase, “contra bonos mores,” i.e., immoral. In 
American society, such prohibitions have included, for example, sadomasochism, cockfighting, bestiality, 
suicide, drug use, prostitution, and sodomy. While there may be great diversity of view on whether 
various of these prohibitions should exist (though I have found few ready to abandon, in principle, all of 
them), there is no doubt that, absent specific constitutional protection for the conduct involved, the 
Constitution does not prohibit them simply because they regulate “morality.” See Bowers v. Hardwick 
(1986). The purpose of the Indiana statute, as both its text and the manner of its enforcement demonstrate, 
is to enforce the traditional moral belief that people should not expose their private parts 
indiscriminately, regardless of whether those who see them are disedified. . . . 

Since the Indiana regulation is a general law not specifically targeted at expressive conduct, its 
application to such conduct does not in my view implicate the First Amendment. 

. . . [V]irtually every law restricts conduct, and virtually any prohibited conduct can be 
performed for an expressive purpose—if only expressive of the fact that the actor disagrees with the 
prohibition. It cannot reasonably be demanded, therefore, that every restriction of expression incidentally 
produced by a general law regulating conduct pass normal First Amendment scrutiny, or even . . . that it 
be justified by an “important or substantial” government interest. Nor do our holdings require such 
justification: We have never invalidated the application of a general law simply because the conduct that 
it reached was being engaged in for expressive purposes and the government could not demonstrate a 
sufficiently important state interest. 

This is not to say that the First Amendment affords no protection to expressive conduct. Where 
the government prohibits conduct precisely because of its communicative attributes, we hold the 
regulation unconstitutional. See, Texas v. Johnson, (1989). . . . In each of the foregoing cases, we explicitly 
found that suppressing communication was the object of the regulation of conduct. Where that has not 
been the case, however—where suppression of communicative use of the conduct was merely the 
incidental effect of forbidding the conduct for other reasons-we have allowed the regulation to stand. . . . 

All our holdings (though admittedly not some of our discussion) support the conclusion that “the 
only First Amendment analysis applicable to laws that do not directly or indirectly impede speech is the 
threshold inquiry of whether the purpose of the law is to suppress communication. If not, that is the end 
of the matter so far as First Amendment guarantees are concerned; if so, the court then proceeds to 
determine whether there is substantial justification for the proscription.” . . . 

We have explicitly adopted such a regime in another First Amendment context: that of free 
exercise. In Employment Div., Dept. of Human Resources of Ore. v. Smith (1990), we held that general laws 
not specifically targeted at religious practices did not require heightened First Amendment scrutiny even 
though they diminished some people’s ability to practice their religion. . . . There is even greater reason to 
apply this approach to the regulation of expressive conduct. Relatively few can plausibly assert that their 
illegal conduct is being engaged in for religious reasons; but almost anyone can violate almost any law as 
a means of expression. In the one case, as in the other, if the law is not directed against the protected 
value (religion or expression) the law must be obeyed. 

. . . 
Indiana may constitutionally enforce its prohibition of public nudity even against those who 

choose to use public nudity as a means of communication. The State is regulating conduct, not 
expression, and those who choose to employ conduct as a means of expression must make sure that the 
conduct they select is not generally forbidden. For these reasons, I agree that the judgment should be 
reversed. 

 
 

JUSTICE SOUTER, concurring in the judgment. 
 
Not all dancing is entitled to First Amendment protection as expressive activity. This Court has 

previously categorized ballroom dancing as beyond the Amendment’s protection, Dallas v. Stanglin 
(1989), and dancing as aerobic exercise would likewise be outside the First Amendment’s concern. But 
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dancing as a performance directed to an actual or hypothetical audience gives expression at least to 
generalized emotion or feeling, and where the dancer is nude or nearly so the feeling expressed, in the 
absence of some contrary clue, is eroticism, carrying an endorsement of erotic experience. 

Although such performance dancing is inherently expressive, nudity per se is not. It is a 
condition, not an activity, and the voluntary assumption of that condition, without more, apparently 
expresses nothing beyond the view that the condition is somehow appropriate to the circumstances. But 
every voluntary act implies some such idea, and the implication is thus so common and minimal that 
calling all voluntary activity expressive would reduce the concept of expression to the point of the 
meaningless. A search for some expression beyond the minimal in the choice to go nude will often yield 
nothing: a person may choose nudity, for example, for maximum sunbathing. But when nudity is 
combined with expressive activity, its stimulative and attractive value certainly can enhance the force of 
expression, and a dancer’s acts in going from clothed to nude, as in a striptease, are integrated into the 
dance and its expressive function. Thus I agree with the plurality and the dissent that an interest in freely 
engaging in the nude dancing at issue here is subject to a degree of First Amendment protection. 

I also agree with the plurality that the appropriate analysis to determine the actual protection 
required by the First Amendment is the four-part enquiry described in United States v. O’Brien (1968), for 
judging the limits of appropriate state action burdening expressive acts as distinct from pure speech or 
representation. I nonetheless write separately to rest my concurrence in the judgment, not on the possible 
sufficiency of society’s moral views to justify the limitations at issue, but on the State’s substantial interest 
in combating the secondary effects of adult entertainment establishments of the sort typified by 
respondents’ establishments. 

. . . 
At the outset, it is clear that the prevention of such evils falls within the constitutional power of 

the State, which satisfies the first O’Brien criterion. The second O’Brien prong asks whether the regulation 
“furthers an important or substantial governmental interest.” The asserted state interest is plainly a 
substantial one; the only question is whether prohibiting nude dancing of the sort at issue here “furthers” 
that interest. I believe that our cases have addressed this question sufficiently to establish that it does. 

In Renton v. Playtime Theatres, Inc. (1986), we upheld a city’s zoning ordinance designed to 
prevent the occurrence of harmful secondary effects, including the crime associated with adult 
entertainment, by protecting approximately 95% of the city’s area from the placement of motion picture 
theaters emphasizing “‘matter depicting, describing or relating to “specified sexual activities” or 
“specified anatomical areas” . . . for observation by patrons therein.’” . . . 

The type of entertainment respondents seek to provide is plainly of the same character. . . . it 
therefore is no leap to say that live nude dancing of the sort at issue here is likely to produce the same 
pernicious secondary effects as the adult films displaying “specified anatomical areas” at issue in Renton. 
. . . 

. . . 

. . . To say that pernicious secondary effects are associated with nude dancing establishments is 
not necessarily to say that such effects result from the persuasive effect of the expression inherent in nude 
dancing. It is to say, rather, only that the effects are correlated with the existence of establishments 
offering such dancing, without deciding what the precise causes of the correlation actually are. It is 
possible, for example, that the higher incidence of prostitution and sexual assault in the vicinity of adult 
entertainment locations results from the concentration of crowds of men predisposed to such activities, or 
from the simple viewing of nude bodies regardless of whether those bodies are engaged in expression or 
not. In neither case would the chain of causation run through the persuasive effect of the expressive 
component of nude dancing. 

Because the State’s interest in banning nude dancing results from a simple correlation of such 
dancing with other evils, rather than from a relationship between the other evils and the expressive 
component of the dancing, the interest is unrelated to the suppression of free expression. 

The fourth O’Brien condition, that the restriction be no greater than essential to further the 
governmental interest, requires little discussion. Pasties and a G-string moderate the expression to some 
degree, to be sure, but only to a degree. Dropping the final stitch is prohibited, but the limitation is minor 
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when measured against the dancer’s remaining capacity and opportunity to express the erotic message. 
Nor, so far as we are told, is the dancer or her employer limited by anything short of obscenity laws from 
expressing an erotic message by articulate speech or representational means; a pornographic movie 
featuring one of respondents, for example, was playing nearby without any interference from the 
authorities at the time these cases arose. 

 
JUSTICE WHITE, with whom JUSTICE MARSHALL, JUSTICE BLACKMUN, and JUSTICE STEVENS 
join, dissenting. 

 
. . . [D]ancing is an ancient art form and “inherently embodies the expression and communication 

of ideas and emotions.” 
. . . 
. . . Both the plurality and Justice SCALIA in his opinion concurring in the judgment overlook a 

fundamental and critical aspect of our cases upholding the States’ exercise of their police powers. None of 
the cases they rely upon, including United States v. O’Brien (1968) and Bowers v. Hardwick (1986), involved 
anything less than truly general proscriptions on individual conduct. In O’Brien, for example, individuals 
were prohibited from destroying their draft cards at any time and in any place, even in completely 
private places such as the home. Likewise, in Bowers, the State prohibited sodomy, regardless of where 
the conduct might occur, including the home as was true in that case. . . . By contrast, in this case Indiana 
does not suggest that its statute applies to, or could be applied to, nudity wherever it occurs, including 
the home. We do not understand the plurality or Justice SCALIA to be suggesting that Indiana could 
constitutionally enact such an intrusive prohibition. . . . 

. . . 
Thus, the Indiana statute is not a general prohibition of the type we have upheld in prior cases. 

As a result, the plurality and Justice SCALIA’s simple references to the State’s general interest in 
promoting societal order and morality are not sufficient justification for a statute which concededly 
reaches a significant amount of protected expressive activity. Instead, in applying the O’Brien test, we are 
obligated to carefully examine the reasons the State has chosen to regulate this expressive conduct in a 
less than general statute. In other words, when the State enacts a law which draws a line between 
expressive conduct which is regulated and nonexpressive conduct of the same type which is not 
regulated, O’Brien places the burden on the State to justify the distinctions it has made. Closer inquiry as 
to the purpose of the statute is surely appropriate. 

. . . The purpose of forbidding people to appear nude in parks, beaches, hot dog stands, and like 
public places is to protect others from offense. But that could not possibly be the purpose of preventing 
nude dancing in theaters and barrooms since the viewers are exclusively consenting adults who pay 
money to see these dances. The purpose of the proscription in these contexts is to protect the viewers 
from what the State believes is the harmful message that nude dancing communicates. . . . As the State 
now tells us, and as Justice SOUTER agrees, the State’s goal in applying what it describes as its “content 
neutral” statute to the nude dancing in this case is “deterrence of prostitution, sexual assaults, criminal 
activity, degradation of women, and other activities which break down family structure.” The attainment 
of these goals, however, depends on preventing an expressive activity. 

. . . 
In arriving at its conclusion, the plurality concedes that nude dancing conveys an erotic message 

and concedes that the message would be muted if the dancers wore pasties and G-strings. Indeed, the 
emotional or erotic impact of the dance is intensified by the nudity of the performers. As Judge Posner 
argued in his thoughtful concurring opinion in the Court of Appeals, the nudity of the dancer is an 
integral part of the emotions and thoughts that a nude dancing performance evokes. The sight of a fully 
clothed, or even a partially clothed, dancer generally will have a far different impact on a spectator than 
that of a nude dancer, even if the same dance is performed. The nudity is itself an expressive component 
of the dance, not merely incidental “conduct.” . . . 

This being the case, it cannot be that the statutory prohibition is unrelated to expressive conduct. 
Since the State permits the dancers to perform if they wear pasties and G-strings but forbids nude 
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dancing, it is precisely because of the distinctive, expressive content of the nude dancing performances at 
issue in this case that the State seeks to apply the statutory prohibition. It is only because nude dancing 
performances may generate emotions and feelings of eroticism and sensuality among the spectators that 
the State seeks to regulate such expressive activity, apparently on the assumption that creating or 
emphasizing such thoughts and ideas in the minds of the spectators may lead to increased prostitution 
and the degradation of women. But generating thoughts, ideas, and emotions is the essence of 
communication. The nudity element of nude dancing performances cannot be neatly pigeonholed as 
mere “conduct” independent of any expressive component of the dance. 

. . . 

. . . If the State is genuinely concerned with prostitution and associated evils, . . . it can adopt 
restrictions that do not interfere with the expressiveness of nonobscene nude dancing performances. For 
instance, the State could perhaps require that, while performing, nude performers remain at all times a 
certain minimum distance from spectators, that nude entertainment be limited to certain hours, or even 
that establishments providing such entertainment be dispersed throughout the city. Likewise, the State 
clearly has the authority to criminalize prostitution and obscene behavior. Banning an entire category of 
expressive activity, however, generally does not satisfy the narrow tailoring requirement of strict First 
Amendment scrutiny, 

. . . We agree with Justice SCALIA that the Indiana statute would not permit 60,000 consenting 
Hoosiers to expose themselves to each other in the Hoosier Dome. No one can doubt, however, that those 
same 60,000 Hoosiers would be perfectly free to drive to their respective homes all across Indiana and, 
once there, to parade around, cavort, and revel in the nude for hours in front of relatives and friends. It is 
difficult to see why the State’s interest in morality is any less in that situation, especially if, as Justice 
SCALIA seems to suggest, nudity is inherently evil, but clearly the statute does not reach such activity. 
As we pointed out earlier, the State’s failure to enact a truly general proscription requires closer scrutiny 
of the reasons for the distinctions the State has drawn. 

As explained previously, the purpose of applying the law to the nude dancing performances in 
respondents’ establishments is to prevent their customers from being exposed to the distinctive 
communicative aspects of nude dancing. That being the case, Justice SCALIA’s observation is fully 
applicable here: “Where the government prohibits conduct precisely because of its communicative 
attributes, we hold the regulation unconstitutional.” 

. . . 
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